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AutoCAD offers both 2D drafting and
3D modeling, allowing users to create a
wide range of 2D drafting files and 3D
models, such as those used in
architectural drafting, mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, and
product design. AutoCAD is available in
two desktop packages, AutoCAD LT (or
Autodesk AutoCAD for Beginners) and
AutoCAD LT Pro, as well as the moreadvanced AutoCAD Premier, AutoCAD
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Pro, AutoCAD WS, and AutoCAD Web
Services, each with different feature sets
and applications. 3D vector graphics
onscreen In the 2000s, AutoCAD
introduced a range of 3D features that
had previously been available only on
specialized computer graphics
workstations. These 3D features were
often referred to as “3D Vector
Graphics” (VGI). These features include
3D wireframe display (shape and mesh),
polygonal editing and modeling, 3D
text, and 3D (rasterized) graphics for
viewing in 3D. With the introduction of
these 3D features, AutoCAD replaced
the conventional mouse-based system
for drawing 3D objects with a “point-
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and-click” system that uses zooming
and panning to view and edit threedimensional models. In 2010,
AutoCAD's flagship 3D modeling and
drafting application AutoCAD 2010 was
released. AutoCAD 2010, along with
most of its predecessors, runs on
Windows 7 and Windows 8. The
application was first released in June
2010 for the desktop and was made
available for the Mac operating system
in December 2010. AutoCAD 2010 also
introduces a more modern and efficient
text system called Storyline and a
network-sharing tool called Web
Connect. In 2017, AutoCAD 2017 was
released to coincide with the release of
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AutoCAD 2017 for Mac, which was
made available on May 24, 2017. The
first generation of AutoCAD
(1982–1999) AutoCAD was originally
developed by a small group of people
called the Autodesk Design Labs in
1982. This group, which later changed
its name to the Autodesk Research and
Technology Group (R&TG), was
located in the Pacific Northwest.
AutoCAD AutoCAD was first released
in December 1982 as a desktop
application running on microcomputers
with internal graphics controllers.
Before AutoCAD was introduced, most
commercial CAD programs ran on
mainframe computers or minic
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AutoCAD

Programming languages include
AutoLISP, Visual LISP, and AutoLISP.
AutoLISP is a procedural programming
language used for scripting purposes.
Visual LISP is an extension of
AutoLISP and developed by Autodesk.
This language is designed to create GUI
applications for AutoCAD Cracked
2022 Latest Version users. AutoCAD
Serial Key provided various
programming interfaces and scripting
languages that are useful for automation
of AutoCAD. The scripting languages
included AutoLISP, Visual LISP,
VBA,.NET, and ObjectARX. There are
also thousands of third-party AutoCAD
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extensions. The output from AutoCAD
can be controlled by a template, which
is a sequence of steps to create output
files. The user can also define variables
and parameters within the template.
Many templates have a limited number
of variables, which can be accessed by
using a list in the template. Macro
programming AutoCAD includes
macros for control flow, which allow
creation of a macro programming
environment. A macro is a procedural
subroutine, or subprogram, that is stored
in a macro library (macro application).
The macro language is a very powerful
programming language which allows
programmable automation to be
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performed in AutoCAD. The macro
language is similar to the code of many
programs written in languages such as
Visual Basic, AppleScript, and Java.
One of the most common uses of
macros in AutoCAD is creating control
flow such as loops, IF statements, and
GOTO. AutoCAD's macro
programming language can be
customized and improved by creating
new macro languages. Formula
language AutoCAD's Formula language
is used to quickly apply changes to a
drawing. The formula language allows
you to create changes without creating
an outline, allowing you to work on an
existing drawing. It is also a good tool
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to compare different drawings. Formula
language features The Formula language
consists of a formula editor window,
formula elements, and formula results.
The formula editor is based on
Microsoft's Visual Basic programming
language. You can create formula
expressions, formulas and results Save
formula results and formula workbooks
Create new formula workbooks from
scratch Define elements for use in the
formula Programmatically execute
formula elements Programmatically
retrieve or store formula results and
formulas Use an editor or data table in
the formula editor Connect to and
manipulate data in an external data
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source Database connectivity The ability
to connect to a database and manipulate
a1d647c40b
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What's New in the?

Automatic multisegment polyline
insertion: Automatically insert
multisegment polylines into your
drawings. (video: 1:15 min.) New
polyline editing and visual tools:
Replace custom polylines with
automatic polylines in your drawings
and edit them like a 2D vector line.
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Generate polylines and spline editing
tools from 1D curves and direct snaps.
Use dimension constraint selection and
shape editing tools to edit and create
polylines in 3D space. View/export to
Photoshop or other PDF: View and
export your drawings directly to Adobe
PDF or Photoshop. (video: 1:21 min.)
Material Enhancement: AutoDraw:
Generate materials from existing parts
or layouts. Use AutoDraw to quickly
generate materials and place them into
your drawings for viewing, editing, and
printing. (video: 1:08 min.) Ribbon
improvements: Create and edit ribbons
for drawing commands and templates.
View and create custom ribbon panels.
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(video: 1:00 min.) Improved ribbon
design and design sets: Design new or
change existing ribbon panels for any
drawing. Create custom ribbon design
sets to display panels of commands.
(video: 1:15 min.) Improved 2D and 3D
workspace: New 2D workspace. New
3D display features. Enable more
options for the toolbars. Expand or
reduce the workspace. (video: 2:30
min.) New advanced 2D workspaces:
New Clipboard zoom workspaces to
view your drawings. Choose to see the
whole drawing or zoom in to specific
parts. (video: 1:15 min.) Improved 2D
Document Properties and ribbon: Use a
new 2D document properties panel to
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view, edit, and print your drawings. And
the ribbon allows you to access
document properties quickly. (video:
1:15 min.) The new Auto-Completion
feature in the ribbon allows you to
automatically complete a drawing
command, and the ribbon also includes
a command for drawing spline arcs.
(video: 1:15 min.) New 2D command
templates: Create new 2D command
templates to generate drawings directly
from your drawings. Select the
commands you want from the templates
and then insert into your drawings.
(video: 1:18 min.) Creation of 2D
command ribbon panel:
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System Requirements:

Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon XP /
Athlon X2 + 384 MB RAM (512 MB
recommended) HDR10 5.1 or higher
DX 11.0 or higher Nvidia or ATI based
graphics card with DX 11.0 or higher
Windows 7 or later / Windows 8 or later
/ Windows 10 DX 11.0 is a new feature
of the game that was created for the
latest generation of hardware, both for
machines and consoles. The main
purpose is to optimize the level of
details in the environment
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